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Reoccurring Escherichia coli O157:H7 
Strain Linked to Leafy Greens–Associated 

Outbreaks, 2016–2019 
Appendix 2 

Supplemental Methods 

Reference genome generation and characterization 

We generated a closed reference genome, 2019C-3201 (WGSID: PNUSAE020169), 

using PacBio Sequel technology and assembled with Flye v.2.6 with the –plasmids option (1). 

The final assembly was then polished with Illumina reads using unicycler_polish scripts from 

Unicycler suite version v0.4.8 (2). Plasmids were characterized using a modified PlasmidFinder 

database (https://github.com/StaPH-

B/resistanceDetectionCDC/blob/master/plasmidDatabase.fasta) (3) and COPLA (4) to identify 

plasmid replicons and plasmid taxonomic units respectively. 

Genomic subtyping 

MLST was determined using mlst (https://github.com/tseemann/mlst) with the Achtman 

seven-gene scheme. Stx gene subtype(s) were determined using in-silico PCR 

(https://github.com/ucscGenomeBrowser/kent/tree/master/src/isPcr) with the primers described 

by Flemming, et al. (5). The O157 Manning Clade was determined by identifying the four 

informative SNPs at loci ECs2357, ECs2521, ECs3881, and ECs4130. The matching clade was 

assigned based on these SNPs as described by Riordan, et al (6). 

Phylogenetic analysis 

Isolates were characterized by high-quality single nucleotide polymorphism (hqSNP) 

methods using Lyve-SET v.1.1.4f (7), using the chromosomal sequence of 2019C-3201 as a 
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reference and the Lyve-SET presets for Escherichia coli. The closed reference sequence of 

2019C-3201 was analyzed using Prokka v1.8 to facilitate SNP annotation (8). To generate a time 

tree in BEAST v.2.6.3 (9) the alignment from Lyve-SET was processed using gubbins 3.0.0 (10) 

to generate a recombination-free SNP alignment. The resulting tree was first analyzed in 

TempEST v.1.5.3 (11) to assess suitability for molecular clock analysis. The resulting alignment 

was analyzed in BEAST2 while accounting for constant sites by modifying the xml file from 

Beauti to include <data id = ”filt” spec = ”FilteredAlignment” filter = ”-” data = ”@filtOriginal” 

constantSiteWeights = ”470006 589755 590021 468034”/>. bModelTest v1.2.1 (12) was 

employed to average across appropriate substitution models. All coalescent tree priors under 

both a strict and relaxed clock and were evaluated with an initial clock rate of 5.0x10−7 

SNPs/site/year, and analyses were run for 500,000,000 iterations with sampling every 50,000 

iterations. A maximum clade credibility tree was generated using TreeAnnotator and the median 

options for height. The resulting time tree was visualized using the ggtree package (13) for R 

v.4.1.1. 

Pangenome analysis 

Isolates were assembled and annotation using Shovill-spades v.1.0.9 

(https://github.com/tseemann/shovill; with the options–trim,–depth 100,–mincov set to 10% 

average genome coverage) and Prokka v.1.14.5 (8). Subsequent analysis in Roary v.3.11.2 (14) 

and scoary v.1.6.16 (15) using default parameters was performed to identify differences in the 

pangenome among isolates. 
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Appendix 2 Figure. Map illustrating growing regions in California, USA, of which some REPEHX02-

linked illnesses are associated with. More specifically, outbreak A in this study was traced to romaine 

lettuce from Salinas Valley, California, while traceback and sampling in outbreak B2 linked some illnesses 

to romaine lettuce from Santa Maria, California, both labeled and shaded in grey on the map. Image 

adapted with permission from the Food and Drug Administration (Original source: 

https://www.fda.gov/media/147349/download#:~:text=As%20a%20result%20of%20this,and%202020%20l

eafy%20greens%20outbreaks. 
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